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Industry Standard Sync-N-Link X Redesigned for Final Cut Pro X

Burbank, CA (April 10, 2012) – Intelligent Assistance, Inc, has redesigned Sync-N-Link X, a 
powerful batch synching application for dual system audio post-production, that takes 
advantage of the powerful new metadata capabilities in Final Cut Pro X. Sync-N-Link X offers a 
range of new features and capabilities to streamline fast paced, professional workflows.

“Sync-N-Link X alleviates the time-consuming chore of synchronizing dailies or rushes by 
processing an Event of clips with matching Timecode into merged clips, ready for 
editorial,” says Intelligent Assistance CEO Philip Hodgetts.

Sync-N-Link X now more accurately matches video and audio clips by using content creation 
dates. In addition, the new version supports multiple audio clips within a merged clip to 
support cases where audio recording was stopped and restarted during a take.

Final Cut Pro X’s powerful Keyword features are used to group all synched clips with the 
“Synched” keyword attached to the video range – essentially trimming the clip to the video 
duration in one step before editing begins. Clips that could not be matched are given the “Not 
Synched” Keyword for easy searching and troubleshooting.

Sync-N-Link X gives the user dynamic control over track playback during editorial by 
supporting user-assignable Audio Subroles to second system and camera audio tracks. The 
subroles can be used for a wide range of organization and versioning tasks, while providing 
flexible options for file export.

Another new Sync-N-Link X feature optionally saves out a batch of QuickTime reference 
movies for the synchronized clips (with camera audio removed) ready for compression or 
review and approval workflows on the web.

Sync-N-Link-X is available today for purchase at http://assistedediting.com/Sync-N-Link-X/ 
and coming soon to the Mac App Store for US$199.99.

 

About Intelligent Assistance
Intelligent Assistance, Inc. is an innovator in technology and systems for producers and editors 
dedicated to building tools to make working with metadata in digital media easier. For more 
information, please visit www.assistedediting.com or contact Philip Hodgetts  
philip@intelligentassistance.com, office 818 748 8839 or cell 818 335 3916.
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